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\JZONA PETER MENNIN 
This work was composed as one of a continuing series of commissions 
-n Edwin Franko Goldman in cooperation with the League of Composers. 
, concept of the Canzona as set forth here is not that of lyrical song im-
,d by the name, but rather that of the early Baroque Canzona as conceived 
Giovanni Gabrieli. By the use of reeds and brasses in alternate tonal 
~ks, Mennin has created a stunning essay of the same type with twentieth 
tury resources. 
'.)D FRIDAY SPELL RICHARD WAGNER 
This excerpt from the music-drama "Parsifal" accompanies Parsifal's 
ognition as a new Knight of the Holy Grail and his anointment with holy 
.er preparatory to entrance into the Grail Castle. 
The rise of the wind band as a concert-giving ensemble took place dur-
Wagner's lifetime and, although he had little interest in the band, his 
--np is firmly on it, for it was his pioneering achievements in the need for 
r more reliable mechanisms for reed instruments and his insistence on 
acceptance of fully chromatic brass instruments that helped to give these 
ingless ensembles their much needed technical facility. It seems entirely 
ing, therefore, that transcriptions for winds of Wagnerian works be in-
:led in the ban d's repertoire. 
l'..SSIC OVERTURE IN C FRANCOIS JOSEPH GOSSEC 
This landmark in original band literature, written in 1795, appears to 
the first movement of an incompl ete or lost symphony. It is in straight-
ward 
1ck. 
:hard 
sonata form , non-programmatic, and in style somewhat recalls 
The scoring for contemporary winds was done by Roger Smith and 
Franko GolcJman. 
SSACAG U A ALFRED REED 
The passacaglia was originally a dance form; attempts to trace its ori-
in both Spain and Italy lead to the possible assumption that it was 
·formed by itinerant musicians for outdoor dancing. It is also a certain 
ative of the variation form, since it consists of repetitions with variations 
'!ither a melodic line appearing first in the bass or a chord progression. 
" Passacaglia, though not often used for original works for wind band, 
:umes the proportions of a major work with Mr. Reed's forty variations 
an eight-measure theme. 
INTERMISSION 
AMBROSIAN HYMN VARIANTS DONALD H. WHITE 
This set of contrasting variations on a hymn used in the great Church 
of Milan is the latest work of Mr. White, who is Professor of Theory and 
Composition at the DePauw University School of Music, 
THE BATTELL WILUAM BYRD 
1. The Souldiers' Sommons 7. The Flute and the Droome 
2. The Marche of Footemen 8. The Marche to the Fighte 
3. The Marche of Horsmen 9. The Retraite 
4. The Trumpetts 1 O. The Buriing of the Dead 
5. The Irishe March~ 11 . The Gall iarde for the Victorie 
6. The Bagpipe and the Drone 12. The Morris 
13. The Souldiers' Dance 
The collected edition of William Byrd's compositions lists virginal 
music including preludes, fantasies, voluntaries, dances, airs and varia-
tions, grounds and a composition entitled "The Battell," an unusually early 
example of a programmatic "Battle Symphony." Thirteen movements from 
this suite were excerpted by the English composer, Gordon Jacob, and freely 
arranged in transcription for the wind band. Within the context of sixteenth 
century polyphony, the listener follows the progress of a "Battell," high-
1 ighted by instrumental portrayal of the conflict, and the events preceding 
and following it. 
SYMPHONIC MARCH G. BONELU 
Italian concert marches characteristically contain flowing melodies 
and contrasting rhythms, and are most often miniature overtures. This is 
one of the finest, which employs recurri ng motifs in dynamic contrasts not 
often found in American marches. The arrangement was done by Nicholas 
D. Falcone, former Director of Bands at the University of Michigan. 
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